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Environmental impact of Transport

According to scientific studies, the greatest 
contribution to environmental damage is made by:
 cars – 62,7%;
 trains – 27,7%;
 air transport – 4,5%;
 sea transport – 3,6%; 
 river – 1,5%.


An average car emits 5 kg of harmful substances 
for a 20 km:
- carbon dioxide (CO2); 
- methane (CH4); 
- nitrous oxide (N2O), etc.

 In cities the share of automobile air pollution is more 
than 50% (an average);

 In Nur-Sultan city:
- cars– 53 %
- thermal energy – 25%;
- stationary sources – 17%,
- others – 5%.



Traffic jams and congestions

SOME KEY FACTS:

 The slower the car moves, the greater the emission of
hazardous components from it;

 In a traffic jam, the car emits about 30 kg of GHG in
1 hour

 Nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, methane and freons are
formed in the traffic congestion, which destroy the ozone layer,
smog and other negative consequences arise.

 According to scientists from the University of Surrey (UK), the
concentration of toxic gases inside the car in a traffic jam is
76% higher than when driving (with the air conditioner turned
on);

 The concentration of exhaust gases in the air next to traffic
lights increases significantly, the effect of harmful substances
on drivers who stop in front of a traffic light is 29 times
greater than during traffic.



Solutions

Reduce traffic congestion

ITS:
 Smart traffic lights

 Light Rail Transport (LRT)

Reduce the number of cars

 Use buses
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Intelligent Transport System ITS
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I stage (by 2014 )

II stage (by 2018)

III stage (by the end of 2021)

Infrastructure composition of the system

Current situation:
Of the 475 traffic light objects (hereinafter - TLO) in the city, 110 are 
currently covered.

Plans for 2019-2021:
By the end of 2019, 31 TLO will be additionally covered (in total, will 
be 141 TLO with ITS).

As part of the development of 3th stages, another 118 TLO will be 
connected to the ITS system (that is, until the end of 2021, the ITS 
system will cover 259 TLO).

Effect of ITS implementation:
1. Traffic speed increased by 18%;
2. Throughput increased by 40%;
3. Average journey time reduced by 20%.

as part of road construction

Traffic light 
objects

Radar detectors Information boardVideo detectors



Light Rail Transport (LRT)

The main objectives of the projects are following:

 to establish a new modern urban transport system with high 
carrying capacity;

 to reduce traffic jams and congestions;

 to reduce negative consequences of high level of car 
ownership;

 increase in share of public transport;

 reduction of passenger travel time;

 increase of average speed of vehicles;

The project costs 1,5 billions $.

 The project has started in 2017 and connects 3 parts of the city, has 19 stops in the
city.

 It is expected to reduce travel time by 50%.

 Flow rate 80000 passengers per day



Bus conditions 

Electronic System of Fare Payment

Passenger traffic increased by 20-25%. 
30% of revenue is out of the shadows
Passenger traffic increased by 20-25%. 
30% of revenue is out of the shadows

1716 (100%) 
busses equipped 
ESFP

1200 (100%) 
busses equipped 
ESFP

 providing centralized control of time and speed of routes;
 increasing the reliability of information on the work of passenger traffic;
 delay of the bus causing congestion of buses;

 providing centralized control of time and speed of routes;
 increasing the reliability of information on the work of passenger traffic;
 delay of the bus causing congestion of buses;

Public Transport Monitoring System



Dedicated Bus Lane for Bus Traffic and Smart bus stops

 reduce traffic jams and congestions;

 delays in public transport schedules;

 failure to comply with traffic intervals and 
running schedule;

 complex public transport management in traffic 
flow;

 to increase an average bus speed by 20%;

 journey time is reduced by 30%.

Introduction of this project will facilitate solving such problems as:

 This project was started in 2015;

 Temperature control. Heated bus stop in winter 
and with air condition in summer ;

 Available free Wi-Fi inside;

 Installed video camera; 

 There are traffic patterns on the wall.



Thank you for your attention!


